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ABSTRACT 

 

When do people change their minds on politics? This paper extends research on partisan 

ambivalence to the 2012 and 2016 U.S. presidential elections, using regression analysis on 

American National Election Studies data and an additional original survey from April 2017. It 

controls for various demographic factors to identify the effects of party and election cycle on 

ambivalence, a willingness to consider alternative viewpoints arising from conflict between long-

term identity and short-term reactions. Results demonstrate that the 2016 cycle produced greater 

ambivalence than 2012, but that the increase was the same for Democrats and Republicans, 

although Republicans in general exhibit more ambivalence. They also show that ambivalence 

had declined five months after the 2016 election, which means that the absence of campaign 

coverage and immediate emotional salience leads to less internal conflict and thus a shift over 

time back to entrenched political views and away from partisan ambivalence. 
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“What we wish, we readily believe, and what we ourselves think, we imagine others think also.”  

- Julius Caesar 

Did Caesar really say that? It would certainly be nice if he did. Many websites list it 

among their thought-provoking quotes without reference to a source, so we might tentatively 

accept it, unless someone came along with evidence that it belonged to another famous figure, or 

that no historical documents record Caesar uttering such a sentence. If that happened, we would 

simply revise our stance, like any reasonable person, to reflect the true nature of the quote. 

Change that quote to an opinion on child rearing or religion, however, and all reason will go out 

the window. It seems that when it comes to issues we care about, no matter how many facts or 

logical arguments are presented, attempts at persuasion will almost always end in frustration. 

 This frustration extends to the political realm, where increased political polarization in 

America (Rogowski and Sutherland, 2016; “Political Polarization,” 2014), often blamed on blind 

commitment to ideology, precludes cooperation and compromise. Taking a stand claims 

precedence over listening. It can feel as if truth does not matter, that there is no way to 

understand or to reach others, and that only a minority maintains the necessary flexibility to 

change their views in light of new evidence. This flexibility aspect of political beliefs, termed by 

some as partisan ambivalence, takes the measure of how easily one steps outside of current 

beliefs and nonprejudicially considers other views, and bears further examination. 

Did the 2016 election cycle increase partisan ambivalence in relation to 2012, especially 

among Republicans? If so, will the passage of time diminish the increase? Research shows that 

people strongly resist changing their minds and, in fact, reasonable challenges often cause deeper 

entrenchment rather than change, because they feel threatened (Marcus and MacKuen 1993) and 

circle the wagons, so to speak, around their preexisting beliefs (Redlawsk et al. 2010). The things 
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we believe can be closely tied to a sense of self, and so a topical argument can be at the same 

time a personal attack (Steele 1988). Therefore, credible challenges to long-term beliefs are 

interesting because they may create more change in identity, binding political views more or less 

tightly to people’s core selves. The historically contentious 2016 election may have created the 

conditions for these types of challenges. This study builds on current knowledge in political 

psychology regarding belief formation and revision, and analyzes survey research data to 

determine whether partisan ambivalence in 2016 differed from 2012, and if so, how. It also 

conducts survey research to determine if the effects of the election receded after several months 

passed. 

Literature Review 

Rational Choice Theory 

 The process of forming political beliefs has its roots, naturally, in the general processes of 

belief formation as explicated by psychology. This field has in recent decades shifted from 

accepting a classical model of rational decision-making, in which new information is recognized 

impartially and used to update current beliefs, to accommodating a contemporary model in which 

new information is largely fodder for motivated reasoners to justify current beliefs. 

 Some of the first counters to classical rational choice theory spread from evidence that 

socially-generated consensus could elevate false stereotypes to acceptance even among experts 

who had the training to recognize valid markers and combat stereotypes (Chapman and Chapman 

1969); stereotypical categories are extremely durable, powerful, and will resist disconfirming 

examples (Richards and Hewstone 2001; Paik et al. 2009; Joy-Gaba and Nosek 2010).  

Following this came evidence of the perseverance effect, wherein false reports of individuals’ 

performance continue to influence their perceptions of their abilities after they have been told of 
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the reports’ mendacity (Ross et al. 1975); the same principle is at work when ersatz information 

continues to be espoused by those who have seen it retracted (Lewandowsky et al. 2005; 

Lewandowsky et al. 2012). Even when information is presented as purely hypothetical, subjects 

lend it credence; the simple presence of an explanation for an outcome, regardless of data, makes 

the outcome seem more likely (Ross et al. 1977). Thorough debriefing which explains why the 

information was incorrect seems to have some effect in reversing misinformation, yet this 

reversal is greatly diminished when subjects have already generated causal explanations for the 

incorrect scenario; in a way, the explanation becomes its own reason, resilient because it is an 

idea, not just a fact (Seifert 2002). The best way to counteract this idea is not just with a 

retraction but with reiteration of a competing causal explanation for the retraction (Ecker et al. 

2011).  Lord et al. (1979) extended research on belief preservation by demonstrating that when 

subjects were shown two studies with opposite conclusions, they found most persuasive that 

which supported their original views. Beliefs not only persevere but become more polarized in 

the face of evenhanded information (Taber and Lodge 2006). 

 After years of this wave of challenges to rational choice theory, an alternative began to 

coalesce, hammering home just how complex and sometimes strange were human choices. 

Kahneman et al. (1982) gathered a large body of evidence in favor of irrationality, uncovering 

many biases that riddled every level of decision making and showing that instead of applying 

classical reason to puzzle through problems, humans by and large utilize heuristics, or shortcut 

methods, to save time and energy. Kirsner et al. (2013) propound an alternative to heuristics, 

Payne’s constructive process, but it rests on the similar assumption that the mechanisms by 

which we make choices are inconsistent. Although heuristics and everyday reasoning are useful 

and can provide reasonable approximations of reality when data is sparse, they have significant 
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blind spots and fall short of formal logical reasoning (Rott 2004), often favoring conservatism 

because of a better-safe-than-sorry outlook (Stephens 2001; Corner et al. 2010). 

Dual Process Theory 

 The new perspective on belief formation eventually became known as dual process 

theory. Dual process theory explains humans’ irrationality as the result of two different systems, 

operating at the same time. On one level, the conscious self directs its attention towards select, 

important tasks, while on the other level, the subconscious filters stimuli and automatically 

processes the majority of functions (Kahneman 2011). Often referred to as explicit and implicit, 

respectively, these systems are not literally separate agents in the brain, but they are a convenient 

and practical representation of reality. The key to dual process theory is the implicit system; it 

accounts for a startlingly large portion of human actions, because it requires little time or effort 

and simply draws upon previous evaluations, perceptions, or goals to inform current attitudes 

(Bargh and Chartrand 1999). We have a limited bandwidth for explicit concentration, so the 

implicit system screens incoming words and situations for relevance and discards those which 

have no accumulated meaning in long-term memory (Goleman 1997).  

Hot Cognition 

 All these stimuli and verbal cues hitting the implicit system constantly cause judgments 

and impressions to form in our minds, most of which are not controllable or even apparent to us 

(Anderson 1981). The result of these changes is a subconscious predisposition to decide a certain 

way; for every topic or concept, the mind has stored up some positive or negative connotation 

(Bargh and Chartrand 1999). Lodge and Taber (2005) call this phenomenon hot cognition to 

emphasize how quickly and automatically the implicit system activates an ‘affective charge.’ Hot 

cognition is hardwired into the science of our brains (Morris et al. 2003), and its effects on our 
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thinking are profound. When the affective charge for some stimulus is triggered, it puts the entire 

range of issues that someone may be thinking about in a more positive or negative light (Erisen 

et al. 2014), thus setting the frame for decisions downstream, which are extremely path-

dependent (Tversky and Kahneman 1985). People find themselves justifying a conclusion that 

the affective biases of hot cognition have already provided for them, which is the essence of 

motivated reasoning (Redlawsk 2002). 

Motivated Reasoning 

 Motivated reasoning cuts two ways: people are optimistic about their current situation or 

chances for future success (Gilbert et al. 1998; Minozzi 2013; Weinstein 1980), and if there is a 

way to dismiss failures or threats they will downplay them (although this must be distinguished 

from loss aversion once someone has already accepted the realistic possibility of defeat). When a 

person receives hostile cues, she immediately starts using heuristics and reasoning to process the 

cues in a way that renders their meaning less threatening (Giner-Sorolilia and Chaiken, 1997; 

Chen et al. 1999) and reduces cognitive dissonance between her beliefs and the behavior she 

observes (Kunda 1990). Another way of neutering a threat is to avoid addressing it directly and 

reaffirm some other, unrelated form of personal value that solidifies her identity and worth 

(Steele 1988). These protective forms of self-deception are extremely subtle and hard to pick up 

on, especially since she is probably pleased by their outcome (Pears 1991). Misrepresenting 

reality by motivated reasoning certainly stabilizes her self-image and sense of integrity, but by 

the same token it precludes the possibility for growth and adaptation to new conditions (Sherman 

and Cohen 2006). 

 Combating Motivated Reasoning 
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 Motivated reasoning occurs everywhere that humans think – in morality (Haidt 2001), in 

judicial rulings (Braman and Nelson 2007), and in politics (Taber et al. 2009). Completely 

irrelevant and small affective cues can change our opinions on political issues even 30 to 45 

minutes after seeing them, and current affect along with prior views instantaneously produce an 

evaluation for motivated reasoning to backfill (Taber and Lodge 2016).   

 Should we despair, then, of ever making informed and healthy political decisions and 

leave ourselves to blow in the winds? Research suggests that there are cases in which the implicit 

system does not dominate and the explicit system is able to work at evaluating alternatives and 

choosing objectively. Building on the work of Marcus and MacKuen (1993), who found that 

anxiety increased explicit political consciousness, Redlawsk et al. (2010) verified that the 

‘affective tipping point’ did indeed exist. As cognitive cues become more incongruent with a 

voter’s prior views, dissonance piles up and anxiety increases until he can no longer sustain his 

current situation through motivated reasoning, and must engage his explicit system and make a 

fairly impartial decision. Once he has recalibrated his position, anxiety decreases because the 

dissonance has fallen away. Fazio and Olsen (1999) also discover that reasoners can consciously 

employ good cognition when keeping a goal like accuracy, social desirability, or counteracting 

prejudice in mind.  

Partisan Ambivalence 

 Lavine et al. (2012) propose that their titular ambivalent partisan is a product of internal 

conflict. Voters only move beyond their usual superficial engagement when they experience 

emotional responses which conflict with the qualities or positions of their party or candidate, or 

when they come to admit that the opposing party contains some good ideas or people. This 

conflict produces anxiety and ambivalence and forces voters to use better judgment strategies, 
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from whence flow better outcomes. In relation to univalent voters, ambivalent voters go to the 

polls just as much, deliberate more, choose policy over party more often, and support third 

parties at higher rates. Sophisticated voters can be ambivalent, but more often than not strong 

partisans and those with great interest in politics will choose party over policy and not move to a 

place of relative objectivity, or there will be no conflict between party and policy at all. Data 

from Hillygus and Shields (The Persuadable Voter, 2008) supports the findings of Lavine et al., 

indicating that about one-third of voters are “persuadable” – that is, they disagree with their 

preferred party on two or more of ten major wedge issues, conditions which would produce 

internal conflict. Mulligan (2011) buttresses this literature, demonstrating that ambivalent 

partisans more often vote for split tickets.  

 The climate of the 2016 electoral season would seem to be fertile ground for conflict 

between long-term identification and short-term assessments of the political world. This might 

occur, for example, among those who lean Republican and find themselves disapproving of 

Donald Trump’s issue positions or his quality as a candidate, or among those who lean Democrat 

but find themselves drawn to Trump’s messages on manufacturing jobs and free trade. These 

potential ambivalent partisans may be explicitly evaluating their political opinions and aligning 

less with their party. In an election where the two major party candidates were the most 

unfavorably viewed of the past seventy years (Saad 2016; Enten 2016), I argue that partisan 

ambivalence will increase among both Republicans and Democrats; I also expect that 

ambivalence will rise to a greater extent among Republicans than Democrats, due to scandals 

regarding Donald Trump’s personal and public affairs dominating the news cycle. If these 

hypotheses are supported, they will reinforce the literature on partisan ambivalence and suggest 
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that political actors should produce as much conflict as possible in order to produce persuadable 

voters. 

 But what happens to citizens’ ambivalence after a few months, once the furor of the 

election has died down? After President Trump was sworn into office, did Republicans continue 

to be more persuadable, did they settle into a new normal farther away from their party, or did 

they return to their previous loyalty? I assert that as more time passes, ambivalent partisans will 

become more unified in their issue positions; Republicans will return to historical baseline levels 

of ambivalence. Friction with long-term values arises from immediate, direct circumstances, 

which, once at a temporal remove, will not continue to produce the conflict necessary for 

ambivalence. Ambivalent partisans will not maintain the conscious effort required to use good 

judgement strategies, but without threat will return to lower-energy implicit processes which 

reflect their original ties. It is possible, however, that the presidency of Donald Trump could be 

so much of a shock to the political equilibrium that it shifts partisan identity and beliefs to a new 

normal, disproving my third hypothesis. 

 To recap, I propose that 

Hypothesis 1: The 2016 election cycle will create more partisan ambivalence than 2012; 

Hypothesis 2: The difference in partisan ambivalence between 2016 and 2012 will be greater for 

Republicans than for Democrats; 

and Hypothesis 3: The passage of time after the 2016 election cycle will cause a decrease in 

partisan ambivalence among Republicans. 

Data and Methodology 

 Although a long-running panel study would be ideal to track changes in individual 

ambivalence, the prohibitive expense and time required rule out such an effort. Instead, I turn to 
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large-scale surveys to assess how the general population responds over time and test the three 

hypotheses. I utilize the measure of partisan ambivalence introduced by Basinger and Lavine 

(2005), which is adapted in turn from the general formula for attitudinal ambivalence developed 

by Thompson and colleagues in 1995. The general formula is as follows: 

Ambivalenceatt = 
𝑃 + 𝑁

2
 - |P - N|, 

where P measures positive attitudes and N measures negative attitudes, as captured by the 

number of self-generated responses to open ended questions about a particular subject. Thus, the 

first half of the equation, 
𝑃 + 𝑁

2
 , captures average total intensity of feeling towards the subject, 

while the second half, |P - N|, subtracts from that intensity the similarity of the feelings. If a 

respondent were to express the maximum allowance of strongly positive and negative feelings, 

for example, the first half of the equation would be high, and the second half would be zero due 

to his having put forth the same number of reactions for both the positive and negative side; this 

would lead to the uppermost value for ambivalence, with the respondent severely conflicted over 

the subject. Conversely, if a respondent expressed maximum positive feelings only and no 

negative ones (or vice versa), the first half of the equation would possess half the magnitude of 

the second half, which when subtracted would result in a negative lowermost value with half the 

magnitude of the uppermost value (for our five-response model this will be -2.5). Respondents 

with little emotion, either or positive or negative, will produce ambivalence scores which tend to 

hover around zero. For the purposes of partisan ambivalence, Basinger and Lavine formed the 

following equation: 

Ambivalencepar = 
𝐷 + 𝑅

2
 - |D - R|, 
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where D and R have simply replaced P and N to measure the average number of feelings 

aligning with the Democratic and Republican parties, respectively. 

 To gauge these variables, I look to data from the American National Election Studies 

(ANES), from whose publicly available Time Series surveys partisan ambivalence can be 

derived for each election since 1952. The ANES questionnaires contain the following query: “Is 

there anything in particular that you like about the Democratic party?” If the respondent answers 

affirmatively, she is asked “What is that?” and then “Anything else?” up to four more times, such 

that she has the chance to register anywhere from zero to five likes of the Democratic party. The 

following item in the ANES asks about dislikes of the Democratic party, before the next two 

items ask the same questions regarding the Republican party, so that four measures of partisan 

attitudes are obtained, coded 0 - 5. D is the average of Democratic likes and Republican dislikes, 

while R is the average of Republican likes and Democratic dislikes. Hence, the range of the 

ambivalence measure stretches from -2.5, which indicates strong partisanship and univalence, to 

5, which indicates strong conflict and ambivalence (Appendix A).  

 I then contrast the partisan ambivalence evaluations with long-term partisan 

identification. ANES asks “Generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a Republican, 

a Democrat, an Independent, or what?” and, if a party is chosen, “Would you call yourself a 

strong (Republican/Democrat) or a not very strong (Republican/Democrat)?” If the option for 

Independent is chosen (for some years this includes “Other,” “No preference” or “Don’t know”), 

then the respondent is pressed: “Do you think of yourself as closer to the Republican or 

Democratic party?” The resulting partisanship measure is displayed on a 7-point ideological 

scale from Strong Democrat to Strong Republican, which I recode in two ways. The first is a 

three-point measure of straightforward party identification: those who indicated any preference 
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at all (including Independent leaners) are designated as Republican or Democratic, while 

independents who declined to choose a party in the follow-up question are designated as true 

Independents. The second is a four-point measure of partisan strength, with categories for true 

Independents, leaners, weak partisans, and strong partisans. 

 Using SPSS and Stata statistical software, I calculate political ambivalence and determine 

if any significant differences exist between 2016 and other years. In addition to analyzing the 

new 2016 ANES data, I conduct a survey in March of 2017 via Survey Sampling International to 

determine what effects, if any, the passage of time has had on ambivalence. The population of 

the March 2017 survey comprises 593 subjects, 519 of which were valid for the purposes of this 

study. It consists only of questions relevant to partisan ambivalence, demographics (see 

Appendix B), and control factors, and uses the wording of the ANES in order to maintain 

consistency. It draws on respondents from across the general population with no specific target 

just as the ANES does, although its sample size, while still robust, is less than one tenth of the 

more than 5,000 respondents to the Time Series. The reduced survey size may have some effect 

on respondents’ answers by focusing them in more tightly on matters of partisanship than the 

comprehensive Time Series, but the placement of demographics and partisan identification 

sections after the partisan ambivalence section should limit any priming effects. 

 In assessing partisan ambivalence among the population, I examine three important 

factors: the aforementioned partisan strength, political sophistication, and interest in politics. 

Sophistication is coded from 1 - 4 as “Unsophisticated,” “Not very sophisticated,” and 

“Somewhat sophisticated,” and “Very sophisticated” based on binary correct or incorrect 

answers on three general knowledge questions, while a self-reported interest question produces 

that factor, coded 1-3 as “Not much interested,” “Somewhat interested,” and “Very interested” 
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(see Appendix C for question wording). Interactions among these factors are checked against 

those previously established by Basinger and Lavine (2005) and Keele and Wolak (2008). I 

further control for a number of other demographic factors, including race, sex, education, 

religion, and household income, and examine whether or not each has a significant effect on 

ambivalence.  

Analysis 

I run correlations to survey preliminary links among variables and use OLS1 within each year of 

data to examine demographic relationships (see Appendix D for tables). 

The model is specified thusly: 

Ambivalence = B0 + B1*Partisan Strength + B2*Interest + B3*Political Sophistication + 

B4*Union Membership + B5*Age + B6*Male + B7*Religious Attendance + B8*Education 

+ B9*Income + B10*White + B11*Black + B12*Hispanic + B13*Christian + B14*Jewish +Ε 

White, Black, and Hispanic are each dummy variables created from the race response which take 

a value of 1 if the respondent identifies as the particular race and 0 otherwise, with the reference 

group being all other races. Likewise, Christian and Jewish are dummy variables created from 

the religion response which take a value of 1 if the respondent identifies as the religion and 0 

otherwise, while Other does the same for respondents who did not identify as any of the options 

(i.e. Christian, Jewish, Islamic, Buddhist, Hindu, Atheist, or Agnostic). Union membership and 

male are straightforward binary variables which take a value of 1 if the respondent is a union 

member or male, and 0 if a non-member or female, respectively. Age comprises a numerical 

scale of self-reported age, and I derive Median Age from it as well, which separates the 

                                                 
1 Ordered logit was used as a secondary check and returned no discrepancies. Although ambivalence is a 

discrete variable from -2.5 to 5 at intervals of .25, the number of points on the scale is large enough that it can be 

treated as continuous for purposes of OLS. 
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respondents into a below-44 value of 1 and a 44-and-above value of 2. Religious Attendance is 

ordinally coded 1-6 as “Never,” “A few times a year,” “Once or twice a month,” “Almost every 

week,” “Every week,” and “More than once a week,” respectively. Education possesses 

respective 1-6 ordinal values of “Less than high school graduate,” “High school graduate,” 

“Some college,” “2-year degree,” “4-year degree,” and “Post-graduate degree (MA, MBA, MD, 

JD, PhD, etc.),” and income has the same with “Under $30,000,” ‘$30,000 to 50,000,” “$50,000 

to 70,000,” “$70,000 to 90,000,” “$90,000 to 110,000,” and “$110,000 and above.” 

Results and Conclusion 

Previous research has parsed out which factors give rise to partisan ambivalence, many of 

which were present in 2016. The unusual issue positions and candidate qualities of Donald 

Trump, many of which cut against traditional expectations, offer an opportunity to verify this 

research: the theory would predict that reactions to the Republican party’s unusual nominee and 

campaign would cause internal conflict and ultimately greater ambivalence. YouGov data also 

indicates that while Trump’s views were somewhat ambiguous and moderate before the election, 

his actions in office were those of a typical conservative, which has been reflected in subsequent 

polls of voters’ perceptions of his ideology (Enten 2018). This return to ideological normality 

could remove the challenges to long-term party identification and precipitate a diminution of 

ambivalence. Beyond testing previous theory, the results of this study provide insight into 

multiple factors which produce partisan ambivalence.  Data on ambivalence is also helpful to 

political actors searching for elusive swing voter demographics or for converts to a cause, to 

advocacy organizations in targeting political messages to certain segments of the population, and 

to the general public in highlighting the experiences which most effectively counter ideological 

calcification.  
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In assessing the linear regression results, which may be found sorted by year in Appendix 

D, I find that partisan strength, as might be expected, significantly lowers ambivalence. It is the 

strongest predictor across all three years, causing greater adherence to the party line rather than 

openness. A move from a true independent to a strong partisan, for example, lowers average 

ambivalence by 5.7 to 8.4 percent along the 7.5-point ambivalence scale, depending on the year, 

which is about one and a half more positive or negative feelings about either party. Political 

interest did not turn out to be significant in any year, and neither did its interaction with 

sophistication. This is of note because that effect has been found in previous papers, and our data 

goes against that grain. Perhaps increasingly saturated media coverage of elections and high 

name recognition of both major candidates lead to cycles in which voters maintain a higher 

baseline level of interest and differences in interest are flattened; it will be interesting to see if 

future studies return to what prior ones have found or if there is indeed a substantial change in 

the relation of interest to ambivalence. Political sophistication by itself does have a modest but 

significant effect in raising ambivalence. A change from knowing nothing about politics to 

becoming very informed makes a person around 1.4 percent more ambivalent on the -2.5 to 5 

scale. This was significant for the broader samples in 2012 and 2016, but not significant in 2017, 

perhaps due to lower sample size, and much less strong than the effect of partisan strength. 

Interestingly, union membership has no effect on ambivalence in the 2012 and 2016 

models with greater sample sizes, but is significant at the .05 level in the 2017 sample, causing 

around 2.67 percent more ambivalence on our scale. The effects of age on ambivalence appear to 

be mixed as well – it turns up empty for 2012 and 2016, but when separated at the median for 

2017 [there was no effect with the medians for 2016 and 2016], shows greater ambivalence 

occurring for the younger half of respondents, by about 2.93 percent of the scale. This aligns 
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with the intuition that with increasing age, people may become more set in their ways, although 

the effect’s appearance only when the data is halved may suggest a difference that is more 

generational than continuous. Men are very slightly but significantly more ambivalent in 2012 

and 2016. However, like many gender effects, it is persistent but small – a change of .7 percent 

in ambivalence is not easily understandable. Religious attendance demonstrated no predictive 

power in any year. I find this somewhat surprising because of an expectation that religion would 

inform stronger and more concrete policy views and cause a significant and negative effect on 

ambivalence. It could be the case, however, that attendance is not a good proxy for religious zeal 

and that less clear cultural or denominational factors are better informers of religious effects on 

policy views and ambivalence. Race, likewise, did not display any significance for all years, and 

for the most part neither did religious affiliation. Jewish respondents appeared less ambivalent by 

3.6 percent in 2016 at the .01 level, but more ambivalent by 4.3 percent in 2017 at the .08 level, 

making it difficult to draw conclusions. Perhaps this could be because Jewish Americans, 

although still left-leaning, are less Democratic than they used to be and have shifted to greater 

ambivalence, although the result could also be an artifact of a relatively small sample size. 

Education and income, two fairly important variables, did end up being significant in the larger 

2012 and 2016 samples. Higher levels of income and education were associated with more 

ambivalence in respondents, which tracks with previous literature. A change from less than a 

high school degree to a postgraduate degree is expected to raise ambivalence by 2.32 percent, 

and an increase from less than $30,000 in income to more than $110,000 is expected to raise 

ambivalence by .8 percent. In general, effects that were significant in 2012 were also significant 

in 2016, and of similar size as well, which bodes well for the model and its consistency. Factors 

which increase ambivalence, such as low partisan strength, align with previous research, as do 
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trends in ambivalence among race, sex, and education level, which could be utilized to target 

messaging. 

The data show relationships in support of two of the three hypotheses; both the year of 

the sample and the major party of the respondents proved significant according to difference of 

means tests. Compared to 2012’s mean of -.06, 2016 with its higher mean of .06 bears out the 

first hypothesis, indicating 1.6 percent more ambivalence for people in the latter year, which I 

expected due to a more contentious and conflict-producing campaign. Republicans in general 

tended to be more ambivalent, but the Republican increase in ambivalence of .12, or 1.6 percent, 

over the 2012 to 2016 time period is similar to the Democratic increase, ruling out the second 

hypothesis. It is possible that I overlooked some factor which could have driven the Democratic 

ambivalence, such as strong dislike of Hillary Clinton’s track record and perceived moderate 

outlook, especially as compared to Bernie Sanders’ consistently liberal positions for those in the 

party who lean more progressive. Finally, 2017’s mean of -.27 on the ambivalence scale shows a 

fairly large decline of 2.8 percent from 2016, bearing out the third hypothesis. We can now 

answer our original question: the 2016 election increased partisan ambivalence for both parties 

equally, although that effect was diminished by the passage of time. This attenuation might 

continue past the March date of the 2017 survey to today, as President Trump pursued 

conventional goals like tax reform, expanded military funding, and conservative judicial 

appointments rather than atypical ones which could have perpetuated citizens’ internal conflict. 

The results bear out Lavine and colleagues’ conception of partisan ambivalence as a function of 

clash between long-term partisanship and short-term evaluations which include not just political 

issues but also softer factors; the increases among both parties from 2012 (Hypothesis 1) suggest 

that candidate quality did play a role in Americans’ evaluations. While this might be received as 
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indicative of a holistic judgement process on behalf of the populace, the relative size of the 

effects of time and party are small in contrast with the unexplained variation in partisan 

ambivalence. This suggests that although the results of the hypotheses are aligned with existing 

literature, there may still be much work to do in understanding changes in partisan ambivalence; 

the data point to a measure that is less responsive than thought. The large shift towards one-

sidedness in 2017, back to 2012 levels, may indicate that political views are in the long term 

fairly entrenched. Even overwhelmingly large political events like the 2016 election cannot 

cause a lasting shift in ambivalence; Americans are jogged out of their groove for a short period 

and then fall right back into it. This might seem discouraging because even two extremely 

unpopular candidates, of whom one possesses atypical views for his party, cannot get people to 

seriously consider the other party for long. At the same time, however, maybe the two parties 

stand for their respective viewpoints for a reason and party differences resonate with Americans. 

It would be troubling if Americans maintained continuing ambivalence in response to these 

political choices because they did not feel served by either side. It seems, then, that those who 

wish to persuade would be more successful consolidating predisposed supporters rather than 

having their message fall on the deaf ears of opponents, or at least that they must strike while the 

iron is hot and before ambivalence returns to lower levels.  

Although these results have reinforced the dual process view of human judgment 

prevalent in the literature, this study was limited by resources and by time and as such is just a 

piece of the puzzle. Future research might focus on tracking political ambivalence consistently 

over shorter periods of time to monitor fluctuations more carefully and to see in what way it is 

affected by non-election events. It might also conduct a long-term panel study to establish 

stronger causal links for ambivalence, although the recurring nature of the panel study and the 
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composition of its sample population might tend to reduce external validity. This future research 

may uncover new insight into creating the conditions for conscious, effortful decision-making, or 

it may continue to reinforce the predominance of motivated reasoning or another perspective like  

Bayesian updating. Perhaps, as this study suggests, people remain who they have been along, but 

the balance between sticking with prior knowledge and incorporating new information is 

complex and delicate; maybe we should continue to give ourselves the benefit of the doubt.  
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Appendix A - Partisan Ambivalence 

 

Ambivalencepar = 
D + R

2
 - |D - R| 

Therefore, for a respondent with down-the-line partisan views,  

Ambivalencepar = 
5 + 0

2
 - |5 - 0| = -2.5, 

and for a respondent with strong likes and dislikes of both parties, 

Ambivalencepar = 
5 + 5

2
 - |5 - 5| = 5 

 

 

 

 

Appendix B - Demographics 
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Appendix C – Political Interest and Sophistication 
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Appendix D – Results Tables 

 

2012 

Linear Regression 

 

 
 

Correlations 
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Factorial ANOVA 

  
  

Ordinal Regression 

 

         oth    -0.1588  -0.1192   0.0312  -0.0145  -0.1483   0.1003  -0.4227  -0.0095  -0.0217   0.0713  -0.0926  -0.0235  -0.9387  -0.0835   1.0000

         jew     0.0433   0.0497   0.0547   0.0027   0.0373   0.0074  -0.0398   0.0891   0.0953   0.0675  -0.0583  -0.0401  -0.2221   1.0000

      christ     0.1432   0.0994  -0.0453   0.0154   0.1376  -0.1026   0.4199  -0.0245  -0.0105  -0.0795   0.1027   0.0373   1.0000

   race_hisp    -0.0047  -0.0758  -0.1329  -0.0112  -0.1444   0.0093   0.0161  -0.1425  -0.1311  -0.0568  -0.1646   1.0000

  race_black     0.1831   0.0866  -0.1715  -0.0207  -0.0679  -0.0543   0.1264  -0.0812  -0.1695  -0.7716   1.0000

  race_white    -0.1344  -0.0396   0.2111   0.0099   0.1224   0.0433  -0.0957   0.0903   0.1789   1.0000

         inc     0.0197   0.1171   0.2876   0.1504   0.0443   0.1007   0.0057   0.4269   1.0000

        educ     0.0092   0.1622   0.3249   0.0501  -0.0068   0.0595   0.0533   1.0000

   relattend     0.1222   0.0961  -0.0002   0.0001   0.1207  -0.0842   1.0000

      gender    -0.0665   0.0609   0.2031   0.0206   0.0185   1.0000

         age     0.0741   0.2237   0.1835  -0.0023   1.0000

       union     0.0144   0.0089   0.0177   1.0000

        soph    -0.0096   0.2028   1.0000

    interest     0.2530   1.0000

partystren~h     1.0000

                                                                                                                                                     

               partys~h interest     soph    union      age   gender relatt~d     educ      inc race_w~e race_b~k race_h~p   christ      jew      oth

                     oth    .081266349     1  .081266349       0.22     0.6421

                     jew    .001192145     1  .001192145       0.00     0.9551

                  christ    .155194293     1  .155194293       0.41     0.5207

               race_hisp    .122266791     1  .122266791       0.33     0.5686

              race_black    .131942423     1  .131942423       0.35     0.5537

              race_white    .692380829     1  .692380829       1.84     0.1749

                     inc    3.37338398     5  .674676796       1.79     0.1105

                    educ    10.9407301     5  2.18814603       5.82     0.0000

               relattend    1.70096682     5  .340193364       0.90     0.4769

                    male    2.57837557     1  2.57837557       6.86     0.0089

                     age    .648439914     1  .648439914       1.72     0.1892

                   union    .062811982     1  .062811982       0.17     0.6828

                    soph    3.82895945     3  1.27631982       3.39     0.0172

                interest    3.65843667     2  1.82921834       4.86     0.0078

             partystre~h    175.443092     3  58.4810308     155.50     0.0000

                          

                   Model    254.990334    32  7.96844793      21.19     0.0000

                                                                              

                  Source    Partial SS    df       MS           F     Prob > F
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2016 

 

Linear Regression 

                                                                               

       /cut22     7.607005   .7800383                      6.078159    9.135852

       /cut21     6.913197   .5987117                      5.739743     8.08665

       /cut20     6.219077   .4831688                      5.272083     7.16607

       /cut19     5.462976   .4089826                      4.661385    6.264567

       /cut18     4.735271   .3701252                      4.009839    5.460704

       /cut17     4.223393   .3544445                      3.528695    4.918091

       /cut16     3.469807   .3414278                      2.800621    4.138993

       /cut15     3.121946   .3378889                      2.459696    3.784196

       /cut14     1.883745    .331466                      1.234084    2.533407

       /cut13     1.545219   .3305093                      .8974324    2.193005

       /cut12     1.091191   .3295021                      .4453787    1.737003

       /cut11     .4457547    .328472                     -.1980386    1.089548

       /cut10    -.7516126   .3282505                     -1.394972   -.1082534

        /cut9    -1.383881   .3290757                     -2.028858   -.7389045

        /cut8    -2.475927   .3310988                     -3.124868   -1.826985

        /cut7     -3.14271    .333112                     -3.795598   -2.489823

        /cut6    -3.757696   .3362552                     -4.416745   -3.098648

        /cut5    -4.243637   .3403339                     -4.910679   -3.576595

        /cut4    -4.740256   .3469633                     -5.420291    -4.06022

        /cut3    -5.529378   .3664564                      -6.24762   -4.811137

        /cut2    -6.152153   .3953245                     -6.926975   -5.377331

        /cut1    -6.633319    .430804                      -7.47768   -5.788959

                                                                               

          oth    -.2364997   .3023531    -0.78   0.434    -.8291009    .3561015

          jew    -.1682592    .352037    -0.48   0.633    -.8582391    .5217207

       christ    -.2185027   .2992581    -0.73   0.465    -.8050377    .3680323

    race_hisp     .0108405   .0703217     0.15   0.877    -.1269874    .1486685

   race_black    -.0551433   .1063559    -0.52   0.604     -.263597    .1533105

   race_white     .0927943   .0912306     1.02   0.309    -.0860144    .2716031

          inc     .0402181   .0159756     2.52   0.012     .0089066    .0715297

         educ     .0981634   .0180818     5.43   0.000     .0627237    .1336031

    relattend    -.0076383   .0153712    -0.50   0.619    -.0377652    .0224886

         male     .1421282   .0503928     2.82   0.005     .0433601    .2408962

          age    -.0036173   .0015726    -2.30   0.021    -.0066995   -.0005351

        union     -.057655   .0675729    -0.85   0.394    -.1900955    .0747855

         soph     .1153585   .0318144     3.63   0.000     .0530035    .1777136

     interest      .033892   .0373865     0.91   0.365    -.0393843    .1071682

partystrength    -.5166388   .0251202   -20.57   0.000    -.5658734   -.4674041

                                                                               

       ParAmb        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
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Correlations 

 

 
Factorial ANOVA 

 

         oth    -0.0405  -0.0486   0.0331  -0.0278  -0.1101   0.0628  -0.3701   0.0254  -0.0170   0.0262  -0.0672  -0.0107  -0.9177  -0.0853   1.0000

         jew     0.0228   0.0676   0.0517   0.0164   0.0246   0.0070  -0.0415   0.1033   0.0753   0.0422  -0.0314  -0.0333  -0.2106   1.0000

      christ     0.0287   0.0276  -0.0497   0.0209   0.1004  -0.0678   0.3776  -0.0699  -0.0086  -0.0025   0.0719   0.0259   1.0000

   race_hisp     0.0121  -0.0540  -0.0805  -0.0019  -0.1292   0.0344  -0.0212  -0.1335  -0.0855  -0.1808  -0.0754   1.0000

  race_black     0.0943  -0.0179  -0.1012  -0.0073  -0.0839  -0.0634   0.1117  -0.0919  -0.1655  -0.6625   1.0000

  race_white    -0.0797   0.0711   0.1121   0.0257   0.1191   0.0234  -0.0695   0.1037   0.1462   1.0000

         inc    -0.0503   0.1382   0.2551   0.1390   0.0222   0.1128  -0.0243   0.4054   1.0000

        educ    -0.0548   0.1955   0.3215   0.0432   0.0283  -0.0056   0.0231   1.0000

   relattend     0.0852   0.0512  -0.0227  -0.0030   0.1465  -0.0860   1.0000

        male    -0.0543   0.0619   0.1371   0.0231  -0.0130   1.0000

         age     0.1046   0.2901   0.1521  -0.0046   1.0000

       union     0.0314   0.0093   0.0212   1.0000

        soph    -0.0135   0.2073   1.0000

    interest     0.0585   1.0000

partystren~h     1.0000

                                                                                                                                                     

               partys~h interest     soph    union      age     male relatt~d     educ      inc race_w~e race_b~k race_h~p   christ      jew      oth
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Ordinal Regression 

 

 

 

                     oth    .886706525     1  .886706525       2.50     0.1136

                     jew    2.37836299     1  2.37836299       6.72     0.0096

                  christ    .364441711     1  .364441711       1.03     0.3103

               race_hisp    1.09801332     1  1.09801332       3.10     0.0783

              race_black    .445902266     1  .445902266       1.26     0.2618

              race_white    .018886412     1  .018886412       0.05     0.8173

                     inc    2.26422437     5  .452844875       1.28     0.2698

                    educ    10.4691528     5  2.09383056       5.91     0.0000

               relattend    1.73300474     5  .346600949       0.98     0.4289

                    male    3.65293769     1  3.65293769      10.32     0.0013

                     age    .157829591     1  .157829591       0.45     0.5044

                   union    .069176847     1  .069176847       0.20     0.6585

                    soph    5.19519776     3  1.73173259       4.89     0.0021

                interest    .621343711     2  .310671855       0.88     0.4159

             partystre~h    46.4073909     2  23.2036955      65.55     0.0000

                          

                   Model     97.925051    31  3.15887261       8.92     0.0000

                                                                              

                  Source    Partial SS    df       MS           F     Prob > F

                                                                               

       /cut22     7.174425   .7630559                      5.678863    8.669987

       /cut21     6.768563   .6446604                      5.505051    8.032074

       /cut20     6.480525   .5764147                      5.350773    7.610277

       /cut19     5.668172   .4397285                       4.80632    6.530024

       /cut18     5.155566   .3858924                      4.399231    5.911901

       /cut17     4.330403   .3341435                      3.675494    4.985312

       /cut16     4.023436   .3224423                      3.391461    4.655412

       /cut15     3.336386   .3055128                      2.737592     3.93518

       /cut14     2.906671   .2992706                      2.320111     3.49323

       /cut13     1.581829   .2903162                       1.01282    2.150838

       /cut12     1.215875   .2892526                      .6489504      1.7828

       /cut11     .7006053   .2883334                      .1354822    1.265728

       /cut10    -.0522142   .2873121                     -.6153357    .5109072

        /cut9    -1.117082   .2874027                     -1.680381   -.5537831

        /cut8    -1.706154   .2886654                     -2.271928    -1.14038

        /cut7    -2.847929   .2925936                     -3.421401   -2.274456

        /cut6    -3.637223   .2982503                     -4.221783   -3.052663

        /cut5    -4.521864   .3119355                     -5.133246   -3.910481

        /cut4    -5.115401   .3297102                     -5.761621   -4.469181

        /cut3    -5.951984   .3767248                     -6.690351   -5.213617

        /cut2    -6.708516   .4561904                     -7.602633   -5.814399

        /cut1    -7.179579   .5320848                     -8.222446   -6.136712

                                                                               

          oth     -.301627   .2394757    -1.26   0.208    -.7709909    .1677368

          jew    -.7023091   .3282252    -2.14   0.032    -1.345619   -.0589996

       christ    -.2173695   .2371067    -0.92   0.359    -.6820902    .2473511

    race_hisp    -.1873082   .1012857    -1.85   0.064    -.3858245    .0112082

   race_black    -.1826427   .1268594    -1.44   0.150    -.4312826    .0659972

   race_white     .0011065   .1039307     0.01   0.992    -.2025938    .2048069

          inc     .0346297   .0176706     1.96   0.050    -4.01e-06    .0692634

         educ     .0835879   .0217184     3.85   0.000     .0410206    .1261552

    relattend     .0147843   .0186384     0.79   0.428    -.0217464     .051315

         male     .2046979   .0590799     3.46   0.001     .0889034    .3204923

          age    -.0003173   .0017752    -0.18   0.858    -.0037966    .0031621

        union     .0107737   .0851596     0.13   0.899    -.1561361    .1776836

         soph     .1123159    .034332     3.27   0.001     .0450265    .1796053

     interest      -.03429   .0438957    -0.78   0.435    -.1203241    .0517441

partystrength    -.4044531   .0361762   -11.18   0.000    -.4753571   -.3335491

                                                                               

       ParAmb        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
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2017 

Linear Regression 
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Correlations  

 

 
Factorial ANOVA 

 

 
 

Ordinal Regression 

 

         oth    -0.1064  -0.0932  -0.1002  -0.0235  -0.0534  -0.0655  -0.1569  -0.0583  -0.0896  -0.1389   0.0484   0.0437  -0.5545  -0.0882   1.0000

         jew     0.0509   0.0664   0.0362  -0.0100   0.0521   0.0411  -0.0107   0.1579   0.1153   0.0856  -0.0705  -0.0298  -0.3171   1.0000

      christ     0.1299   0.0785   0.0111   0.0298   0.0696  -0.0370   0.3604  -0.0671   0.0218   0.0467   0.0676   0.0441   1.0000

   race_hisp    -0.0401  -0.0266  -0.0973   0.0316  -0.2229   0.0153   0.1413   0.0003  -0.0589  -0.3627  -0.0922   1.0000

  race_black     0.0263   0.0157  -0.0695  -0.0472   0.0722  -0.0640   0.0406  -0.0811  -0.0766  -0.5066   1.0000

  race_white     0.0836   0.1447   0.0716   0.0229   0.1245   0.0225  -0.0474  -0.0307   0.0581   1.0000

         inc     0.0874   0.1848   0.2063   0.1253   0.0579   0.1418   0.0913   0.4793   1.0000

        educ     0.0729   0.1945   0.2583   0.0700   0.0282   0.0758   0.1161   1.0000

   relattend     0.2103   0.1539  -0.0820   0.0974  -0.0846   0.0685   1.0000

        male    -0.0089   0.1674   0.0843   0.0453   0.0437   1.0000

       age44     0.0174   0.1887   0.2298  -0.0659   1.0000

       union     0.0810   0.0190  -0.0335   1.0000

        soph     0.0018   0.2022   1.0000

    interest     0.3080   1.0000

partystren~h     1.0000

                                                                                                                                                     

               partys~h interest     soph    union    age44     male relatt~d     educ      inc race_w~e race_b~k race_h~p   christ      jew      oth

                     oth    .642986301     1  .642986301       1.15     0.2838

                     jew    1.05981937     1  1.05981937       1.90     0.1690

                  christ    .064425808     1  .064425808       0.12     0.7342

               race_hisp    .329457304     1  .329457304       0.59     0.4428

              race_black     .18663802     1   .18663802       0.33     0.5634

              race_white    .145741886     1  .145741886       0.26     0.6097

                     inc    4.73074242     5  .946148485       1.69     0.1345

                    educ    2.52439808     5  .504879617       0.90     0.4781

               relattend    2.08144329     5  .416288658       0.75     0.5897

                    male    .662282376     1  .662282376       1.19     0.2767

                   age44    4.06152793     1  4.06152793       7.27     0.0073

                   union    2.66962674     1  2.66962674       4.78     0.0293

                    soph    1.06475168     3  .354917227       0.64     0.5923

                interest     .81444076     2   .40722038       0.73     0.4828

             partystre~h    24.1386773     3  8.04622577      14.41     0.0000

                          

                   Model    56.4390507    32  1.76372033       3.16     0.0000

                                                                              

                  Source    Partial SS    df       MS           F     Prob > F
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       /cut18     3.246591   .7492055                      1.778175    4.715006

       /cut17     2.548539   .6280244                      1.317634    3.779444

       /cut16     1.757035   .5520689                      .6749997     2.83907

       /cut15     1.252837   .5252981                      .2232719    2.282403

       /cut14     .6962896    .507442                     -.2982784    1.690858

       /cut13     .3866372   .5010515                     -.5954056     1.36868

       /cut12    -.2422736   .4934458                      -1.20941    .7248625

       /cut11    -.8648742   .4898637                     -1.824989    .0952409

       /cut10    -1.748923   .4914054                      -2.71206   -.7857861

        /cut9    -2.340812   .4969072                     -3.314732   -1.366892

        /cut8    -3.075608   .5068605                     -4.069036   -2.082179

        /cut7    -3.569354   .5147765                     -4.578297    -2.56041

        /cut6    -4.083187   .5235948                     -5.109414    -3.05696

        /cut5    -4.563347   .5326927                     -5.607405   -3.519288

        /cut4    -5.030001   .5447046                     -6.097602   -3.962399

        /cut3    -5.605561   .5677509                     -6.718333    -4.49279

        /cut2    -6.390511   .6243214                     -7.614159   -5.166864

        /cut1    -6.527577   .6385915                     -7.779194   -5.275961

                                                                               

          oth    -.3843661   .3020409    -1.27   0.203    -.9763553    .2076231

          jew     .7831424   .4372166     1.79   0.073    -.0737863    1.640071

       christ     .1072143   .2524737     0.42   0.671     -.387625    .6020537

    race_hisp     .2081901    .348832     0.60   0.551     -.475508    .8918882

   race_black     -.158874   .3473714    -0.46   0.647    -.8397095    .5219615

   race_white    -.2393983   .2496429    -0.96   0.338    -.7286893    .2498928

          inc    -.0173044   .0535056    -0.32   0.746    -.1221735    .0875646

         educ     .0609523   .0698545     0.87   0.383    -.0759601    .1978647

    relattend     .0151573   .0541618     0.28   0.780     -.090998    .1213126

         male     .2240024   .1661286     1.35   0.178    -.1016036    .5496084

        age44    -.5829866   .1736631    -3.36   0.001    -.9233599   -.2426132

        union     .5120882    .236411     2.17   0.030     .0487313    .9754452

         soph     .0142985   .1029253     0.14   0.890    -.1874313    .2160284

     interest    -.2031878   .1337499    -1.52   0.129    -.4653329    .0589573

partystrength    -.5046543   .0861215    -5.86   0.000    -.6734494   -.3358593

                                                                               

       ParAmb        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
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Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) -32.170 7.575  -4.247 .000 

year of data .016 .004 .051 4.258 .000 

2 Major Parties -.130 .016 -.099 -8.184 .000 

a. Dependent Variable: Partisan Ambivalence 

 

 

Partisan Ambivalence  * year of data 

Partisan Ambivalence   

year of data Mean N Std. Deviation 

2012.00 -.0620 5914 .64050 

2016.00 .0612 4271 .60796 

2017.00 -.2741 519 .77509 

Total -.0231 10704 .64024 

 

 

 

Partisan Ambivalence   

2 Major Parties year of data Mean N Std. Deviation 

Republican 2012.00 -.0889 1389 .71276 

2016.00 .0341 1231 .59225 

2017.00 -.2608 186 .84702 

Total -.0463 2806 .67772 

Democrat 2012.00 -.2156 2361 .59492 

2016.00 -.0940 1452 .61113 

2017.00 -.3802 240 .80335 

Total -.1818 4053 .61944 

Total 2012.00 -.1687 3750 .64392 

2016.00 -.0352 2683 .60581 

2017.00 -.3281 426 .82386 

Total -.1264 6859 .64731 

 

 


